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Terahertz Spin Precession and Coherent Transfer of Angular Momenta
in Magnetic Quantum Wells
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Femtosecond-resolved measurements of induced Faraday rotation reveal exchange coupling
the spin angular momenta of charge carriers and a sublattice of magnetic ions in semico
quantum wells. In transverse magnetic fields, we observe terahertz spin precession of photo
electrons, rapid spin relaxation of holes, and the coherent transfer of angular momentum
magnetic sublattice via the ultrafast rotation of the local moments. The perturbed ions un
free-induction decay, enabling time-domain all-optical electron-spin-resonance measurements in
magnetic planes. [S0031-9007(96)01291-4]

PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 42.50.Md, 75.70.Cn, 78.20.Ls
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Recent interest in magnetic semiconductor heterost
tures is strongly driven by the large spin-depend
energy splittings of carriers which arise from enhanc
exchange interactions with localized magnetic ions [1].
addition to revealing the physics of low-dimensional a
quantum-confined spin systems through spectroscopy
resulting spin-polarized energy states are potentially r
vant for spin transport and related spin-effect devices
has also been demonstrated in recent years that the s
coupling between carriers and local moments allows
to follow the temporal variation of exciton spin states
enabling the magnetic tuning of electronic energy lev
simultaneously with time-resolved spin-sensitive spec
scopies [2–4]. In such experiments, the evolution of
optically prepared exciton spin population is monitor
through a time-dependent optical response. In cont
more conventional probes of spin dynamics in conden
matter systems such as pulsed nuclear magnetic reson
(NMR) record the precession of local moments after a p
turbing impulse, yielding detailed information about t
local magnetic environment. Here we present analog
optical experiments in magnetic semiconductor he
rostructures that help disentangle the interactive s
dynamics of electrons, holes, and magnetic moment
quantum confined geometries.

We have utilized an ultrafast optical Faraday rotat
technique in which the applied magnetic fields $Hkx̂d re-
sponsible for aligning the magnetic Mn21 ions is per-
pendicular to both the growth axis of a quantum w
structure and to the photoinjected carrier spinss $Skckẑd.
The strongs-d exchange interaction between the elect
spins and the embedded Mn21 ions amplifies the frequenc
of electron spin precession about the magnetic field, yi
ing field-tunable THz oscillations in the measuredẑ com-
ponent of spin. In contrast the hole spins scatter rapi
making it possible to distinguish the spin relaxation
both electrons and holes in a range of applied fields
temperatures and identify the enhancement from magn
0031-9007y96y77(13)y2814(4)$10.00
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scattering. The transient hole exchange field rotates
net magnetization of the Mn21 ionss $MMnd away from the
applied field axis. Thiscoherentmagnetic perturbation
akin to a tipping pulse in NMR, is followed by an oscilla
tory free-induction decay of the Mn21 moments, persisting
long after the carriers have decayed. This phenome
enables all-optical spin-resonance measurements of m
netic ions in quantum geometries.

The molecular-beam-epitaxy- (MBE-) grown sampl
are 120 Å Zn0.77Cd0.23SeyZnSe single quantum well
(QWs) on k100l GaAs having different local concentra
tions of Mn21 ions. Three are digital structures, in whic
a fixed total amount of MnSe [3 monolayers (ML)]
incorporated into the well in a series of equispaced plan
allowing direct control over the average distance a
coupling between neighboring Mn21 spins [2]. The QWs
contain a single 3-ML barrier of MnSes1 3 3 ML d, three
equispaced single monolayers of MnSes3 3 1 ML d,
24 one-eighth ML s24 3 1y8 ML d, or a nonmagnetic
control (NM). A fifth sample contains a single 4-M
barrier of Zn0.90Mn0.10Se (4 ML 10%). The growth rate
of the various components of the heterostructures
determined to within 5% usingin situ electron diffraction
studies. X-ray diffraction studies of corresponding m
tilayer samples indicate that the interdiffusion profile h
a relatively narrow widths,1 ML d during growth, giving
local quasi-2D Mn21 concentrations of 100%, 50%, 8%
and 10%, respectively [2]. The samples exhibit narr
s,6 meVd heavy-hole (hh) exciton absorption pea
and g factors in longitudinal field atT  4.6 K ranging
from 2 (NM) to 430 s24 3 1y8 ML d due to strongsp-d
exchange and increased spatial overlap between the m
netic ions and the photoexcited carrier wave functions.

The samples are mounted in a magneto-optical cryo
in transverse fieldss $Hkx̂d, aligning the Mn21 moments
along the plane of the quantum well [inset, Fig. 1(a
Spin-polarized electrons and holes, initially oriented n
mal to the plane of the wells $S e,hkẑd, are optically injected
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Pump-induced Faraday rotation, measuring
carrier spinkSzl, in transverse fieldsH  0, 1 T for pumping
with right (solid) and left (dashed) circularly polarized light
the quantum well containing the 4-ML Zn0.90Mn0.10Se barrier.
Inset: Schematic of experiment. Pump/probe polarizations
as drawn. (b) Electron precession frequency and correspon
electron Zeeman splitting at 4.6 K in the24 3 1y8 ML sample
vs applied field. Crosses are exciton splitting scaled down
factor 5.7.

by 120 fs pump pulses of circularly polarized light tun
to the peak of the hh resonance. The net magnetizatio
the sample parallel tôz is measured via the Faraday rot
tion imparted to a weak, time-delayed, linearly polariz
probe pulse. An optical polarization bridge measures
pump-induced changes in the Faraday rotation of the p
with submillidegree sensitivity [3].

Figure 1(a) shows the Faraday rotation following
jection of spin-polarized electronssSe

z  6
1
2 d and holes

sSh
z  7

3
2 d into the 4 ML 10% magnetic quantum we

The Faraday rotation on these short time scales refl
the component of net carrier spin oriented along theẑ axis
and displays the expected reversal of sign upon pum
with the opposite sense of circular polarization. In ze
applied field, the observed superposition of two expon
tial decays arises from the spin relaxation of the electr
and holes, which then recombine on a longer time sc
As discussed below, the hole spins relax quicklys,5 psd
in these zinc-blende structures despite the removal of
light hole-heavy hole degeneracy by strain, while elect
spin scattering is significantly slower. Similar behav
has been predicted and observed in unstrained GaAs q
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tum wells, with the rapid hole spin relaxation attributed
valence band mixing [5,6].

This monotonic behavior is significantly modified up
application of a transverse magnetic field,Hx . Pro-
nounced oscillations appear in the measured Faraday
tion resulting from the precession of the net electron s
kSe

z l about the orthogonal field,Bx  m0sHx 1 MMn
x d.

This field-tunable Larmor precession frequency can
several THz in magnetic semiconductor systems du
the strongs-d exchange between the conduction ba
and the local Mn21 spins. The electrons are quantiz
along the field axissSe

x  6
1
2 d, thus photoinjecting elec

tron spins with definiteSe
z corresponds to pumping a co

herent superposition of the spin-split electron states6Se
x .

This superposition “beats” at the frequency determined
the electron Zeeman splitting,DE  ge

effmBHx. Conse-
quently, the Larmor frequencyVL  DEyh̄ directly pro-
vides the effectiveg factor ge

eff and spin-splittingDE of
the electrons alone, as recently found in luminescence
periments on nonmagnetic GaAs [7]. Figure 1(b) sho
the field dependence ofVL andDE in the 24 3 1y8 ML
sample at different temperatures. As expected,VL tracks
the magnetization of the sample, which follows a Br
louin function arising from the alignment of the parama
netic Mn21 spins [8]. Also shown is the correspondin
exciton Zeeman splitting, reduced by a factor of 5.7,
measured by the spin splitting of the hh exciton abso
tion peaks in longitudinal magnetic fields [2]. These d
clearly support identification of the precession signal
arising from the electrons alone—reflectivity measu
ments in bulk Zn12xMnxSe indicate nearly the same rat
(5.8) between exciton and electrong factors [9].

At early times the measured Faraday rotation is fit w
by the sum of an exponentially decaying cosinusoi
oscillation (electrons) and a faster purely exponen
decay [Fig. 2(a)], which we identify with the rapid sp
relaxation of the photoinjected hole population. The ho
do not precess; their angular momenta are constra
to lie along the growth axissckẑd due to strain and
quantum confinement [10], resulting in a vanishing
spin splitting in transverse magnetic fields (forB , 8 T ).
This ability to clearly differentiate between the evoluti
of the net electron and hole spin enables a detailed s
of the role of applied field and magnetic environme
upon the individual population’s spin relaxation.
zero field, samples with larger overlap between
carrier wave functions and embedded magnetic ionss3 3

1 ML , 24 3 1y8 ML d show more rapid spin scattering
both electronsste

s d and holessth
s d [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].

This is likely due to alloy-induced fluctuations in th
potential landscape induced by local magnetic scatte
centers [11]. In a field, hole longitudinal scattering ra
in the magnetic samples are enhanced, reflecting st
magnetically mediated scattering.

The electron oscillations are directly analogous to
free-induction decays of transverse nuclear spin wh
2815
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FIG. 2. (a) Induced Faraday rotation (solid) in the24 3
1y8 ML sample, showing the rapid initial decay of the hol
superimposed on the electron precession. (b),(c) Decay t
of the electron oscillationsste

s d and the hole componentsth
s d

vs field atT  4.6 K for the digital structures indicated. Line
are guides to the eye.

follow a 90± tipping pulse in NMR. In applied fields
we measure a transverse spin relaxationTp

2 of the pho-
toinjected electrons which is related to the longitudi
spin relaxation timesT1d and the homogeneous dephas
time sT 0

2d in magnetic resonance by the relation1yTp
2 >

1y2T1 1 1yT 0
2. While the precise contribution from th

two effects is still under investigation, it is clear that t
increase in the spin relaxation rate with field is mu
larger for those samples with little or no coupling to t
Mn moments. In contrast to data drawn from the Ha
effect, these measurements provide a direct and sim
temporal characterization of spin scattering and offe
new method of time-domain electron spin resonance
undoped semiconductor quantum structures.

The utility of the Faraday rotation technique lies in
ability to measure induced sample magnetizations that
sist long after the injected carriers have recombined. F
ure 3(a) shows the final decay of the electron preces
in the 4 ML 10% sample and reveals a surprising res
There remains an additional oscillation, persisting for h
dreds of picoseconds [Fig. 3(b)], with a period and de
time implying the free induction of coherent Mn21 spins.
The photoexcited carriers have imparted a net transv
magnetizationkDMMn

z l to the ensemble of local moment
which subsequently and collectively precess at microw
frequencies about the applied field. The signal reve
sign with opposite circular pump, while the precession f
quency scales linearly with applied field, is sample a
2816
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FIG. 3. (a) Induced Faraday rotation, showing the final
cillations of the electrons superimposed on an induced p
cession of the Mn spins in the sample containing the 4 M
Zn0.90Mn0.10Se barrier. (b) Evolution of the Mn precessio
showing long-lived free-induction decay. (c) Diagram of t
initial coherent rotation of the Mn spins caused by the hole
change field.

temperature independent (2–100 K), and correspond
that expected forgMn  2.0. The observed decay time o
these magnetic oscillations agrees wells610%d with ESR
measurements of the dephasing timesTMn

2 d of Mn21 spins
in bulk Zn0.90Mn0.10Se [12], confirming the realization o
an all-optical time-domain spin-resonance experiment
is easily capable of probing small numbers of spins.

A possible mechanism for initiating the observed sp
resonance signal lies in the impulsive coherent rotat
of Mn21 moments about the transient exchange fi
sHexchkẑd generated by the hole spins. To first ord
the electrons can be excluded from consideration, si
any contribution averages away due to their much fa
precession. The sample magnetization$MMn, oriented
initially along the applied fieldHx, is rotated away from
the x̂ axis upon application of a torquekŷ by the strong
exchange field of the holes, which persists for the h
spin relaxation time, acting on each ion [Fig. 3(c)].
similar process has been invoked to explain Raman d
in magnetic semiconductor quantum wells, where up
15 Mn spin-flip Stokes lines are observed [13]. After t
holes equilibrate, the perturbed Mn moment, which h
been rotated by up to a half degree from thex axis in these
experiments, then precesses freely. Strong evidence
this mechanism is seen from extrapolating the Mn be
back to zero delay, which shows the oscillations bu
up sinusoidally as predicted in this model. The effe
of the hole exchange field is directly analogous to
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radio-frequency tipping pulses used in NMR studies
initiate free-induction decays in nuclear moments.

We rule out two other scenarios by which transve
angular momentum may be imparted to the Mn sublatt
namely, by direct spin-flip scattering between the h
spins and the Mn spins or by a polaronic effect in wh
the Mn moments align withSh

z . The former case would
yield a net long-lived magnetic signal even in zero appl
field, which we have never observed in any sample (
Mn beat amplitude tends to zero as the field is decrea
to zero). In addition, Mn beats triggered by scatter
should preserve angular momentumkẑ and thus have a
maximum amplitude at zero delay in disagreement w
the data. As for the latter scenario, no direct evidence
polaron formation is seen in dc or time-resolved opti
spectra. In addition, polaron formation is known to occ
over much longer time scaless,50 100 psd [14], over an
order of magnitude longer than the rapids,5 psd transfer
of angular momenta that our data would indicate.

We use this optical generation and detection of fr
induction decays in the embedded Mn21 ions to explore
the spin resonance of diluted magnetic planes. Figure
shows the temperature-dependent dephasing timessTMn

2 d
of the Mn moments for varying spatial distributions. T
variation of T Mn

2 with temperature and spin distributio
is in qualitative agreement with exchange narrow
models [15], which relate the transverse relaxation ti

FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the Mn transv
spin relaxation time for samples with different local M
concentrations. Also showns3d are ESR measurements of th
Mn dephasing time in bulk Zn0.90Mn0.10Se from [12]. (b) Field
dependence of the Mn spin relaxation rate for samples w
different local Mn densities.
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to anisotropic and isotropic spin-spin interactions, as w
as to static and dynamic spin-spin correlations. Note t
while the24 3 1y8 ML sample and the3 3 1 ML sample
contain an identical number of Mn spins the different loc
spin densitiess,8% and ,50%d are clearly evidenced in
their disparate decay times (230 and 70 ps at 4.6 K
3 T), highlighting the crucial role of nearest-neighbor sp
spin interactions in determining the transverse relaxat
process. An important difference between the all-opti
ESR measurement carried out here and conventio
frequency domain ESR is the capability of continuous
measuring the variation ofT Mn

2 with magnetic field. For
instance, at low temperatures, the Mn spin dephas
rate sTMn

2 d21 increases dramatically with field for th
sample with the highest local Mn density [Fig. 4(b)
Such a field dependence of the relaxation time may
responsible for the anomalous non-Lorentzian ESR l
shapes observed in bulk magnetic semiconductors w
high Mn concentration at low temperatures [15].
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